eXos Unified Communications
eXos Solution
eXos Unified Communications by OSIbeyond is a fully
integrated solution based on Skype for Business
application. eXos Unified Communications expands on
OSIbeyond’s Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud platform
and includes hosted Exchange email, meeting and
collaboration, and voice over IP (VoIP) telephony.

Communicate Across Devices
Integrated Experience
Get all your communication and collaboration in one place.
No need for multiple apps and solutions — one client, one
set of signin credentials. All with a familiar experience that
invites people in.
Cross-Platform Support
Connect to your team anywhere, using Skype for Business
apps on Android, iOS, Mac and Windows, in browsers, and
on compatible IP Phones.
Presence, Location, Contact Card
Know who’s online, where they are, and how to reach them.
Rich presence tells you who is available, and contact Cards
appear throughout Office apps letting you communicate
with anyone – from whatever you’re working on.
Communicate Within Office Apps
Collaborate right within your Office documents using IM,
screen share, talk or video chat. Schedule meetings and
see IM history in Outlook, and start meetings from apps like
Word and PowerPoint to present whatever you’re working
on.

Universal Audio Conferencing
Join over the Internet with smartphone, tablet, PC or
browser, or join via telephone.
Multi-Party HD Video
Make video a more natural part of everyday business and
collaboration, with 1080p resolution, conference sizes of up
to 250 participants, and up to 5 people shown live
simultaneously.
Content Sharing
Focus on the things you're doing together, even when
you’re far apart, with integrated realtime coauthoring,
desktop sharing, application sharing, and PowerPoint
presentations.
Expand Your Reach
Include anyone in a collaborative meeting, even if they are
not a Skype for Business user, with anonymous access on a
browser or smartphone, and reach thousands in webinar
and townhall style meetings with Meeting Broadcast.
Unified Meetings
Unified Meetings provide audio, video, and web
conferencing on the Internet, with the ability to schedule a
meeting in advance or start one at any time. Up to 250
people can join a meeting, using the smartphones, tablets,
PCs, phones, and meeting room devices.
Single Touch Join
Join easily with a single touch or click from your calendar,
meeting reminder, or the Skype for Business client.

Complete Meeting Solution
One Solution for Every Kind of Meeting
Audio, video and web conferencing are combined in one
user experience and a unified platform, with the ability to
schedule a meeting in Outlook or start one in real time.
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Dial-In Conferencing
Dialin conferencing allows anyone to join your meetings
using only a telephone. Useful for joining anytime a phone
is more convenient than a tablet or PC, or anyplace without
Internet access.
Local Dial-In Numbers
Easily join using the dialin number automatically included
in every meeting invite, and choose a local dialin number
in many countries around the world to reduce calling
charges.
Easy Dial-Out
Add a person to a meeting in realtime simply by typing
their phone number.
Meeting Roster and Controls
Use the Skype for Business meeting roster to see who has
joined your meeting over the Internet and via phone, to see
who’s speaking, and to mute people in noisy environments
if needed.

Common Calling Features
Transfer, hold, and resume calls with a single touch. Let
your assistant receive calls on your behalf. Answer calls for
other people on your team when they’re unavailable.
Voice Mail
Take advantage of builtin voice mail, integrated with
Exchange, to quickly respond to missed calls.
Encryption by Default
Protect your privacy and your intellectual property with
builtin encryption, enabled by default. No VPN needed.
Person-to-Person Calling
eXos Unified Communications provides voiceoverIP
(VoIP) calling over your network and the Internet to users
in your company and Skype for Business users in other
companies. Users can easily add video or content sharing
to any call.

Voice over IP (VOIP) Telephony

Dial by Name, From Office
Reach people easily, when you need them, with a single
touch or click from your contact list in Skype for Business,
or the contact card in any Office application.

Anywhere Access
Make, receive, and transfer business calls in the office, at
home, or on the road, using compatible IP phones, mobile
phones, tablets, and PCs.

Unified Connectivity
Connect, communicate, and collaborate with colleagues,
other organizations, with both voice and HD video.

Rich Calling Features
Easily transition from your old phone system to eXos
Unified Communications with the voice features you use
every day and some you’ve always wished you had.
Answer, transfer, hold, and resume with a touch. Make and
take calls on behalf of others. Dialbyname. And instantly
transform a basic call into a collaborative session with text,
video, and desktop sharing.
Cloud PBX
Cloud PBX provides the features you need to eliminate
traditional PBX systems and the associated costs.

Unified Communications
Get Started Today
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